
       SPOTLIGHT OPTION TRADE  

  
 

General Electric Calls Cheap for Potential Major Trend Move Higher as End Markets 
Improve 

 

TRADE SNAPSHOT 

 

TICKER GE 

SECURITY General Electric 

SECTOR Industrials – Diversified 

CURRENT PRICE $13.40 

LONG/SHORT Long 

TARGET $16 

STOP $12.50 

TIMEFRAME 3 Months 

 

Trading Strategy: Long GE September $13 Calls at $1.25 or Better 
 

Net Debit/Credit: Debit $1.25 
 

Profitability Zone: GE Above $14.25 on September OpEx 
 

Options Volatility / Trade Simulator View: 

 

 



 
 

Technical Analysis: GE shares starting to work out of a tight consolidation triangle that held VWAP from the 
January lows well. The longer term chart leaves room to test the upper boundary of a long-term volume node 
and $16 is also VWAP from the 2009 lows. There is a large volume pocket above $14.25 from the 2017/2018 
sell-off.  

 

 



Fundamental Analysis: The $116B Industrial trades 26X Earnings, 13.7X FY22 EBITDA and 3.5X Book. GE 
remains in a transitional year but 2022 is seen as one with 6.5% topline growth and 30% EBITDA growth. GE 
is a high-tech industrial company that operates worldwide through its four industrial segments, Power, 
Renewable Energy, Aviation and Healthcare, and its financial services segment, Capital. GE should be seeing a 
strong recovery in Aviation/Power, growth in Renewables, and continued strength in Healthcare. GE is 
capturing opportunities in energy transition, precision health and the future of flight. It plans to retire more than 
$70B in debt over three years. Services remains a strength across all of its businesses with 6% Q1 organic 
growth and more than half of its revenues will be in services longer-term. GE has a great offshore wind business 
and has invested in its Haliade-X, seeing 20%+ annual growth for a decade as a $3B business by 2024. GE is 
also seeing its cost action materialize and is making progress on pension that will likely remove an overhang on 
shares. GE highlighted that Grid is positioned to gain momentum on the back of government stimulus and the 
energy transition. Analysts have an average target of $15 with short interest low at 1.1% of the float. On 5/19 
Barclays raised its target to $16 on improving aviation data as a near-term catalyst and calls GE a top pick. Citi 
reinstated at Buy with a $17 target on 5/14 seeing improving execution across the portfolio along with demand 
recovering resulting in stronger cash flows. Viking Global raised its GE position to 60.65M shares from 29.2M 
shares in Q1.  
 
 
Options Activity:  
 

 
 

Potential Catalysts: Bernstein Conference 6/4; UBS Conference 6/9; Earnings Late July 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Disclaimer: 

 

Not Investment Advice or Recommendation 

 

Any descriptions "to buy", "to sell", "long", "short" or any other trade related terminology should not be seen 
as a recommendation.  The Author may or may not take positions in any of the names mentioned, and is not 
obligated to disclose positions, nor position sizes. 

Content is for informational and educational purposes only. You alone will need to evaluate the merits and 
risks associated with the use of this content. Decisions based on information provided are your sole 
responsibility, and before making any decision on the basis of this information, you should consider (with or 
without the assistance of a financial and/or securities adviser) whether the information is appropriate in light 
of your particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Investors should seek financial 
advice regarding the suitability of investing in any securities or following any investment strategies. 

No reference to any specific security constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that security or any 
other security. Nothing constitutes investment advice or offers any opinion with respect to the suitability of any 
security, and the views expressed on this website should not be taken as advice to buy, sell or hold any 
security. In preparing the information contained in this website, we have not taken into account the 
investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances of any particular investor. This information has no 
regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any specific recipient of 
this information and investments discussed may not be suitable for all investors. 


